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SOLAR ENERGY AND GLOBAL WARMING EFFECTS
Dear CALIFORNIANS.
All of You are in full cooperation for the GLOBAL WARMING PROBLEM and California is
receiving back all these Mega Fires from the GLOBALWARMING EFFECT and nothing is
studied or considered in California.
Please read my comment below regarding " Solar Energy Equipment" that maybe you find it
interesting and maybe, you can start to force toopen the eyes to all these blinded people in any
energy and political position. What happened to the School of Physics in the last couple of
decades? PHYSICS, OPTICS, OPTICAL EFFECTS of any type of MIRRORS that reflect back
any type of light that receive.Not all the inventions are quality inventios and no body proved any
interest to stop the destruction of our planet.
Thanks.
To all the: Nov. 8/2019
WORLD ENERGY DEPARTMENTS.
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGES AGENCY.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY.
This is not a report from a SCIENTIST but is a comment by SAVERIO SCALZI, one of the
worldâ€™s resident that sees something far different andwants all of you, the EXPERTS in this
field to examine and if you find any truth, to take the proper action to eliminate or to minimize
the damages that these equipmentâ€™s produced, a very DANGEROUS NEGATIVE IMPACT
to our PLANET, in these last few years.
The subject is the: SOLAR PANELS and SOLAR MIRRORS.
The most DESTROYING EQUIPMENT ever invented and approved with open arms by all the
agencies above listed and passed blinded to the peopleas, the best GREEN ENERGY SYSTEM
ever CREATED. Countries like the USA pay people and some states are planning to force
residents to install the SOLAR PANEL and all itâ€™s done for LARGES PROFITS. This is my
view that I consider the SOLAR PANELS and SOLAR TOWERSMIRRORS, with a very high
NEGATIVE IMPACT TO OUR PLANET CLIMATE CHANGES.
THE SUN is part of my COMMENT:
The creator of the UNIVERSE created the only proved living planet in our solar system, with all
the necessary resources to keep living things,alive. Unfortunately, among the large numbers of
high-quality SCIENTIST, INVENTORS and PRODUCERS in every field, we have some
SCRUPLES PEOPLE that FALSIFY STATISTICS and for profits invent and produces anything,
regardless of the DISASTROUS and NEGATIVE IMPACTin all the surrounding. The SUN is
meant to be absorbed by the soil of our planet to nourish the FLORA. Trees of any kind
including Fruits. Bushes and Grasses of any kind and sizes and the Micro-Organism below the
surface mostly covered with Grasses. The FLORAproduces habitat for the FAUNA of any
species and above all and most important of all, produce the MOST NEEDED OXYGEN for the
existence of our planet. Other parts of the land taken for the SOLAR PANELS and SOLAR

TOWER large quantity of MIRRORS, is AGRICULTURELAND too. Food needed for the
IRRESPONSIBLE GROWING OF POPULATION and the FAUNA all over the world,
production destroyed by the SOLAR FARMS INDUSTRIES. The worst GLOBAL IMPACT by
the SOLAR PANEL and MIRRORS is the TORRID HEAT THAT THEY CREATE and ignored
bythe above listed AGENCY and all the self-made ADVOCATES. The SOLAR PANELS DO
NOT ABSORB THE SUN, as is been told that: ABSORB THE SUN AND CONVERT IT INTO
ENERGY. Yes, produce energy but the GLASS OF THE PANELS like the SOLAR TOWERS
MIRRORS, reflect the SUNback into the LOWER PORTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE,
creating heat waves insupportable by HUMANS, FLORA and FAUNA, creating mortality for
many living things. The wind pushes the HEATH WAVES around the lower part of the
atmosphere, creating TORRENTIAL RAINING throughSTORMS, TORNADO'S, CYCLONES
and HURRICANES of any size. DESTROYING, INUNDATE, WARMING THE OCEANS
CREATING HIGH TIDAL WAVES, WARMING THE ARCTICS and with HEAVY WINDS
damaging CITIES, TOWNS and HOMES. Trees falling over LAND LINES and killing peoples
too. Butin this last decade are produced all these TORRID HEAT WAVES, creating all these
MEGA FIRES that are destroying FORESTS and BUILDINGS of any size all around the world,
with very HIGH NEGATIVE IMPACT. These FOREST MEGA FIRES are the destruction of all
the TREESand FAUNA in the same and surrounding habitat and, burning large quantity of the
OXYGEN because, without OXYGEN there will be no fire. And for many years after the fire,
until the FLORA starts to come back will be no production of OXYGEN, which is the
mostimportant to keep our planet ALIVE and nothing is ANALYZED or CONSIDERED in any
level. Native people in the AMAZON are forced to find others places for their living habitat. All
the agencies claiming that the GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGES. The MITIGATION WITHIN
THECITY. The increase of the GREEN HOUSE GASSES (GHG), CO2 and others that are
destroying the PLANET, continuously blaming all to the FOSSIL FUELS for everything.
Creating taxation to industries and countries blamed for the GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE or
GLOBAL WARMINGand no improvement for all these blamed problems has been PROPOSED
or IMPOSED. While other POLLUTERS are completely ignored like, the IRRESPONSIBLE
GROWING OF HUMANS and the ANIMAL WORLD that, create more pollution that all the
BLAMED INDUSTRIES together.And OTHER MATERIALS used in full harmony like all
these GLASSES AROUND BUILDINGS, that reflect the sun as is received. PHYSICS LAWS.
OPTICS and EFFECTS are not considered in this world anymore and all for PROFITS. All these
disasters are created by US, ourHUMAN IRRESPONSIBILITY that if continue, in the next
MILLENNIUM, our planet will be like any other in the SOLAR SYSTEM: â€œDEATHâ€•.
And regarding the FOSSIL FUELS if some of it is properly used, can save or extend the life of
our DYING PLANET. And this is mySHORT REPORT regarding one of the latest WORST
INVENTIONS THAT IS CREATING A VERY HIGH NEGATIVE IMPACT TO OUR
PLANET, with the BLESSING of all the AGENCIES above listed: The: SOLAR ENERGY

